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1. THE BOSONIC STRING *%!&. 

Strings are idealized one-dimensional extended objects. They provide a nat

ural generalization of relativistic point particles, which travel along world lines, 

in being described by world surfaces stretching through space-tune. Strings have 

more than this simple mathematical attraction, however, because of the possibil

ity, proposed many years ago by Scherk and Schwarz'' and recently buttressed 

impressively by Green and Schwars'' sad by Witten and collaborators13- ' , 

that strings provide the grand unified theory of everything. Whether or not this 

claim is true, strings certainly open a rich Beld of mathematical physics which 

seems likely to be a very fruitful one over the next few years. 

My intent in these lectures 1B to present an inti eduction to the theory of 

strings, covering its main features and extending far enough to reach some of its 

open problems. To do this, 1 have adopted the strategy or concentrating an the 

basic mathematical formalism and steering away from specific phenomenological 

connections. (The new developments which connect with phenomenology axe 

described in the lecture of David Gross in this volume.) Still, though, the material 

presented here will give only a taste of the range and depth of the theory. A 

comprehensive introduction to the theory of strings would require, not three 

lectures, but thirty. The reader who wishes to study the subject further should 

go on to consult some of the many excellent, more technical reviews which are 

available1'"91 . 

The topics that I will cover are as follows: In this section, I will discuss 

the basic properties of the simplest string, an unadorned world-sheet immersed 

in space-time. I will discuss the kinematics and the interactions of this string 

theory in a unified way, following a viewpoint due to Mandelstam ' . The 
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<Aiea tthBaiVa*binBafOi«nwd8diinn , 1 >' . For both of these systems, I 

«^dln»B«lw4yiuiiDai«ri4BBbt^«M«M<>iAMdM. Thk method It, for all 

in olriou* fiaue-cfatwaofea^ tte * ^ ^ 
tftnt flimn mndi I Iiin Fn Hir tfiir«f wrffim. I irffl iBrrmw girmr imrnr irhirh 
require a mora anariant viewpoint, and which bear on thft fanpottant question 
of now s^nsefiekls can he ooilt of strings. Whereas the material of the first two 
lartares is rhwsk, a firafiHradatioB lor farther d ^ ^ 
last factum ia only •.pzoriBHmal nndentandnr. of some deep and itSl unsolved 
problems. 

Let me begin by writing the simplest action principle for a one-dimensional 
extended object" . The equation of motion for a ralatlviitlc point particle Imples 
that the particle sweeps out a geodesic path in •pace-time: 

</*[(£>•] ' -o . (.) 

A natural generalization of this idea would be to minimize the invariant area of 
the 2-dimensio^ surface swept out by the string's evolution111' . It hi useful to 

«* = £ <**.-'). 
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formulate thii Idea w th« following action principle 1' : 

where (* * (r,«) are coordinatea on the atifag anrJace and x*(Q, jfo»(£) are to be 

varied independently. It ia not difficult ta KM hew (2) ia connected to the problem 

of finding geodesic aurfaces, Notice firat that (2) has (at least classically) three 

gauge symmetrica: Z-dlnumalonal reparamctrixation tovariance and. in addition, 

a Weyl ayuunetryr 

fa>-•«*%.», a s * - * * . (3) 

Varying (2) with respect to p*' glvea the aquation of motion 

d^dtzP «= 5S.»s ,rf«c*"3d*M ; (4) 

this is equivalent, up to a Weyl motion, to the statement 

to - a«x"*x*, (s) 

which aaya that (hi is equal to the induced metric on the 2-dhnensional surface. 

Inserting (5) or (4) into (3) ylelda the invariant area of the surface 

ffttt* (6) 

The equation for *** which folbwa from (2) takes the form of a conservation 
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law 

«rPr^Hiai»i*r|i = 0 , (7) 

where 

is the momentum density on the surface. The boundary condition for xf should 

be the condition that no momentum flows out across the boundary 

P% = Q. (9) 

This set of equations can be dramatically simplified by a proper choice of 

gauge. Since p„i is & symmetric 2 x 2 matrix, it contains only 3 degrees of 

freedom. The gauge freedom of (2) thus suffices to reduce £„j to the form 

• ( o : ) • «*-Vo i j * ( 1 0 J 

This already reduces (7) to the Laplace equation 

atx,, = 0. (115 

More simplification can be obtained by a specific choice of the coordinates r and 

o. Set r equal to the light-cone coordinate x + , thus insisting that equal-r slices 

are made at fixed x + . Choose a ra that the conserved quantity 

= jdoPr+ (12) 

receives equal contributions from equal increments of o~, i.e., so that P r + is 

S 
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constant over the surface. This condition implies 

P'+ = 0 (13) 

for Btrings with boundaries (open strings), by the use of the boundary condition 

(9); for strings without boundaries (closed strings), this statement completes the 

specificatian of gauge by fixing the origin of a as a function of r. Our fixing 

of r implies that oVx + (£) = 0. Then (13) implies that g" = O. Similarly, the 

condition that PT + is a constant implies, from (8), 

Is7rr| = iff«r<r| - ( M ) 

We are thus already quite close to (10). The last step may be taken by using 

Wey) invariance to set (14) equal to 1. We have now reached coordinates in which 

^ - S r ^ ^ #-£?*-*> ™ 
and, in particular, 

P r

+ = - — ; P + = -^—. • (length of Btring in a) (16) 

so that the total length of the string is given by 

Ac = 2na'P+ , (17) 

Since we have fixad a and r, we must have (at least implicitly) eliminated 

two coordinate degrees of freedom of the string. In fact, we eliminated i + ( £ ) 



explicitly, KttLnj it equal to r. But we have also fixed the value or x~, since 

g„ = 0 implies 

0 s= d„x • dTx => B„x~ = d,s • oV* • t 1 8 ) 

Therefore x~ is specified as a function of x((). The Hamiltonian density gener

ating evolution in r is 

thus, the HamUtonian for the unconstrained degrees of freedom is' ' 

H=2^' f *M(M*+ (*•*)*]• (20) 
a 

This is the Hamiltonian of a Bet of [d — 2) maasless 2-dimensional fields. We 

might study its properties either by diagonalizlng it directly or by relating it a 

functional integral over string configurations. The first of these approaches has 

been reviewed, for example, in refs. G and 7. Let me, then, adopt the second 

viewpoint here. 
For definitoness in constructing the functional integral, rotate r to Euclidean 

space. Then we must study the Euclidean integral 

+ <°|0>- = / P " - S * , (21) 

where 
UP* a' 

* = S r b / dadr\{drxf^{daxf\ (22) 
o 

and r is now Euclidean time(r = —iru). For the free string, the domain of (r,o) 

is: 
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2rra'P+ 

0 
> 

T 

To unclutter the notation, choose units of mass so that 2a' = 1. (For my analysis 

of a single string, I will also set P+ = 1.) With this formalism, we can readily 

work out the spectrum of single-Btring states. We will see that it also allows us 

to investigate the scattering of strings. 

We should first try to find the string ground state. In Euclidean field theory, 

the ground state wave function is proportional to the amplitude for the system 

to propagate from Euclidean time —oo to a fixed configuration £o(c) at r = 0: 

d„x = 0 

<— x0(o-) 

Let us compute this amplitude explicitly. At first glance, this looks like quite a 

challenge. However, note that the equation for x(£), the 2-dimensional Laplace 

8 
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equation, is invariant tinder arbitrary conform*} mapping*. This property will 

allow us to solve these equations even on strange-looking domains such as the one 

considered here, l b tain advantage of this conformal Invariance, let us describe 

points on the string surface by a complex variable z = r + to. 

Before confronting the full functional integral, let us consider the classical 

problem of aohring toe Laplace equation on the half~strip. The solution ia given 

in terms of the Green's function retisfying 

-V*Gi*,x') = * w ( * - **) (23) 

•with the boundary condition (9) («.e., Neunisnn boundary conditions) along the 

edges of the String and Dirichlet boundary conditions at r = D. As a step toward 

constructing this function, let us first construct the Neumann Green's function, 

Gjft for the full strip: - c o < r < oo. This can be done by mapping the strip 

onto the upper half plane by the mapping 

w = e* (24) 

and then using the method of images; one finds 

eJ(rt«.*,) = ~toB[(«"-e•')(«*-« ,')] • 

For the problem at hand, we need a slightly more complex G', one which also 

vanishes on the unit circle in the to plane. The desired function is 

<,(„.•) — &**** £-_y£S*)y («) 
The tlaimtH solution for 5(a) which agree* with &o[e) at T = 0 can be constructed 
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from (25) by 

*<(*) = - f dz' x0{z']afr{z'tz) , (26) 

where Bn is the derivative in the direction of the outward normal to the boundary. 

We can now compute the full functional integral by chitting the integration 

variable 

x(«) = * e(*) + Sx[z) , (27) 

where Sx[z) satisfies Neumann boundary conditions on the horizontal edges and 

Dirichlet boundary conditions at r = 0. Since xe[z) solves the classical equations 

of motion, the cross term in SE between xc(z) and Sx[g) vanishes. The term 

involving (£z)2 can be integrated over Sx, this yields a normalization factor which 

is independent of the boundary condition XQ[C). The term involving (xt)3 can 

be rearranged as follows: 

SE » j - fdadT(d0xc)2 +^[ da dr(aaJ*J* 

=*-^fd0dTxei-a?xt) + ^Idzredn*t (38) 

--JL/eW^) £ ^^^')]w > =^(aV 

The kernel is some operator on functions of.tr. We might expect that the eigen-

states of this operator are the natural Fourier modes of the string: 

io[ff) •= xQ 4 V* -7= Xn cos no . (29) 
n>0 
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TUrn is, infect, t r e e , « « , may check expBchty: 

-»'[(p^F+^—^)+-]-
(30) 

P denotes the principal vsthts? ft b sbatghtfHWSxd to integrate this ex-
wlth (29) using the integral 

o 
We can then write (28) in the form 

Ss = r-p+ / dff *oD*o t where P cosnc = n cos no . (32) 
o 

This implies that 

, n>0 J 
*I*(<0) - «pl-s'sl - •» - £ as (ss) 

L n>0 J 
which ia indeed the wavemnctloa or the ground state of a system of harmonically 
oacUlating string-modes. 

We should next investigate the excited states of the string. These stt •.» can 
also be «*»«*"* from the functional integral, by recalling that evaluating the 
Euclidean functional integral over s finite mteresJ of r fr a^alvaleni to applying 
she operator e~Br to a state la Hllbert space. States of given energy are then 

I in the functional integral by factors with fixed exponential depen-
i oa time. WB can create such a stale from the nacnum by applying an 

• at a fined time to the past of r «= 0. 
11 



As a fest example tf this tediniq^ let «S try plaew^ 
under the functional integral at tome finite negative rj 

fi**fpx *-*» exppf •£{c«0,r)) . (34) 

Evaluating the integral by the substitution (27), we find our previous remit 

multiplied by the two factors: 

e**.t»-0,r) . ,-*»•<*»*) f 3 S J 

The second factor is a multiplicative renormelfoetton; ignore it for the moment. 

The first factor may be written mora explicitly as: 

exp 
0 J 

cxp 

A S T -• -oo , this insertion docs nothing mora than multiply the amplitude 
{33) by a**; this corresponds to the formation of a state of definite nonzero 
transverse momentum. Bui we can also read from this formula the spacing and 
wave functions of the higher excited states, sfa.'a the coefficients of exponentials 
e-*M must be states of energy « above the ground state. In general, the excited 
states appear with, integer spacing. If we restore the factors of P* and a', we 
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t an see that the n th level corresponds to 

AH = AJ>- = - £ - = 2 n 

P+ 2 P + - 2 o ' 
(37) 

= • ! ! » * = 2 P + P - = —, . 

a' 

(The contribution of the transverse momentum to P~ is given by the r depen

dence of the second factor in (35).) 

To fix the first excited state more cleanly, we Bhould modify the operator in 

(34) so that it creates only states orthogonal to the ground state. A simple choice 

is 

i(o- = 0 , r ) e * * £ . (38) 

Again, the leading contribution comes from saturating with r e{ff,r). Since 

iclo = 0, r) = ~ [ da'so(a') fe-H cos a + 2e- 3 M cos 2a + . . . ] 
* • ' i (39) 

the leading term for large |r | created by this operator is 

-M . xj exp -£*2 (40) 

This is the first excited state of the lowest mode of oscillation of the string. 

Viewed as a relativistic particle, this state has the quantum numbers of a trans

verse vector. Continuing in this way, one can map out the whole spectrum by 

associating each state with an appropriate operator. The operators of this class 

are called vertex operators. The spectrum of states can be seen to be precisely 

the Fock space of string eigenmodes. The nth mass level contains states with 

spin up to n. 

13 
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To connect the vertex operators with specific string eigenstates, we needed 

to apply them at large negative r in order to given their products time to resolve 

into a definite state. However, if we hive set up the functional formalism in 

a completely conformally-invariant way, operators positioned near r = — oo are 

equivalent by conformal mapping to operators positioned at finite distances. For 

example, under the mapping: 

vt = e z 

> 

©-© 
0 w 

an operator near T = —oo can be viewed as one near w = 0. This is a wonderful 

realization, because it allows us to generalize the analysis we have just done of the 

single-string spectrum to compute multi-string scattering amplitudes. As long 

as we can maintain exact conformal invariance, we can convert the operators 

at the infinite time separation needed to define asymptotic states into operators 

separated by finite intervals along the boundary of a simple domain. 

Let us first try to visualize the process of string-string scattering in the special 

system of light-cone coordinates which we have constructed. In (17), we have set 

a proportional to P + . Since P+ is conserved, tha interacting string-string system 

always occupies a strip of definite width in a. A natural hypothesis for the string-

string interaction, first advanced by Mandeblam' ' , is that it is just the process 

of fusing two strings laid out in a into a single string, or of splitting one string 

into two. The process of string-string scattering is then represcuieu by a region 

14 
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» *•* * plana of the form: 
* p * jp+ 

« k \ 

4 

The width tit this atrip la »P+, « 1 H N J>+ ia tha total In the, initial or final state. 
Mandehtarrfs hypothesis ta equivalent to the statement that the string functional 
integral evaluated on thfa domain, with appropriate boundary conditions at r = 
±00, gives 

T(Aff->CD) • « - r P - , (41) 

where T ia the string-string T-rutrix, r ia tha total elapsed af\ and the expo

nential contains the total P~. 

It is not difficult to evaluate the functional Integral on this domain using 
the methods we have developed, aa long aa we have the freedom to stretch out 
the domain by an arbitrary confonnal mapping. Let us, then, assume that the 
exact confonnal tnvartance of the classical Beld theory associated with (2D) is 
maintained in the full evaluation of the functional Integral. It ia then convenient 
to transform to the complex variable y defined by 

. ft > 0 Incoming 

f Pf < Q outgoing, 

where the Yj axe points on the real aids of the y plane; i = l , . . . , i V - l if the 
JV string*. The region in the * plane containing the scattering 
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strings (the strip 0 < Imx £ *P+) Is canted by this mapping into the upper half 

y-plane. .The points Yj a n mapped to Key = —oo (or incoming momenta, and 

to Rey :=' 4 ^ for outgoing momenta. The imaginary part of * jumps by *f^ as 

y posses through Yj* As y paasa from ]£ to 5^+i, * comes in from infinity along 

a line of constant Imx, then tarns around and goes back out again. Thus, all of 

the cuts marked in the * plane are mapped onto the real aids in y. The positions 

of the endpoints of these cuts, which give the times of Joining and splitting of 

strings, are encoded in the values of the Yj. 

Let us now evaluate the functional integral in these coordinates. By eonforxsal 

invarianee, the action is 

SBmlj^Y[9a^t (43) 

the propagator for x[Y) la 

( r « p V ( l " ) ) - *G(K,y ')*<> - - \ BeIog[(K - Y'){Y - Y')\ . («} 

Bach asymptotic state can be characterized by placing the corresponding vertex 

operator at the appropriate Y}. Then the amplitude for a scattering process 

involving N string ground states la given by 

/dn . . .dK N -» /n i . ' * ' ™ ' ) 

= / &i... dTH-t n t^^^w- ' .n ( 4 5 ) 
w 

= /•r,...«Y|MII[ir l-Y Ji*'. • 

In writing this integral over the Yj, 1 have Qxed two of the Yj to definite points: 

Yx = 0, Ytf-i = 1; our whole discussion implicitly keeps Kjv = op. Fixing these 
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three parameters fixes the thiee»paraineter subgroup of eonformal transforma

tions which carries the real axis of the tf plane into itself, 

l b extract the T matrix from (45), we must multiply this integral by the 

factor »p(rp~). Let us cast this factor into a more convenient form. Using 

N-i 
r = R e £ j * l o g ( i , - n h (46) 

and continuing to consider outgoing momenta as having negative values, we may 

rewrite 

final initiat 
(47) 

= -,£pflflog\Yt-Yi\. 
rf 

Multiplying this into (45), we find 

r - fdYi-dYs-i II I* - *ryl ,w • («) 

This is the Koba-Nieben formula' ' for the muitistroig scattering amplitude. 

In my rush to obtain (48), I have, however, overlooked a number of subtleties. 

first of all, I have consistently dropped the singular t = j terms in the evaluation 

of the expectation value of vertex operators in (45) and in the evaluation of Tiot-

Second, I have Ignored the factors of [det(-d*)]i which arise from integrating 

over the coordinates x(x). Both of thee factors require regul&mation and hence 

could break the conforms! tnvariance which I had assumed in setting up this 

formalism. Fortunately, Mandebtam showed in his original workl10* that confor

ms! invaiiance is actually maintained, as the result of cancellations among these 
17 
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factors, as long as two conditions are met: First, external momenta, must obey 

-p» = m a = - o / = - 2 (49) 

This fixes the mans of the string ground state. Second, the number of transverse 

coordinates must be fixed so that 

d = 26. (50) 

I do not have space to discugB this cancellation in detail. But we can see one 

piece of it rather easily' ' by returning to the computation of the ground state 

wave function and trying restore the factors of [det{—d2)]' which we had ignored 

in the evaluation of (33). Since these determinants count the zero-point energy 

of the string modes for (d — 2) transverse degrees of freedom, the factor we had 

dropped ia 

(det[-3*))<d-a>/2 = cxp -r.(d-2).i£>| . (51) 

with suitable regularization, one may write the divergent sum as a Rjemann zcta 

function: En = ([-1) = —1/12, so we find the factor exp|+r], corresponding to 

a ground state P~ = - 1 , or a ground state (mass)1 = - 2 , only if the number of 

transverse dimensions is 24. 

Let me briefly note a few properties of the Koba-Nieiscn amplitude. First, 

let us evalute T for a 4-particle amplitude. We find 

T = fdyyr>n{1 _ « M = F(A • fi + l)r(P, • P 3 + 1) 
i j ar r (i rj r^Pi.Pj + P j . p 3 + 2 ] I"/ 

o 

This is the amplitude guessed by Veneziano' ' as a candidate for the T matrix of 

the strong interactions which was the starting point far the development of string 
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theory. For P? = - 2 , this amplitude has poles at a = -2F , • P3 - A = 2(n - 1 ) ; 

these values correspond to the masses of the string modes we found earlier. 

The same poles, and the same particles, appear as t-channel exchanges. Sec

ondly, let me note that the Koba-Nielaen amplitude can be put into a manifestly 

amformaDy-invariant form: 

i t N 

T = -J- / a*Yi - - >dY» n ( « - YJfiPi ' C53) 

where "Vg is the volume of the group of conforms] transformations which leaves 

the real y axis fixed. 

Finally, I would like to discuss the implications of the Koba-Nielsea formula 

for the properties of the first excited state of the string- The wavefnnction (40) 

indicates that this state is a transverse vector. The longitudinal component of 

this vector is missing; this is consistent with Lorentz invariance only if this vector 

has sero mass. But, fortunately, the sum of the zero-point and excitation energies 

is 

m* = 2{ - l +1) = 0 . (54) 

It is clear, though, that we are still in a dangerous corner: Radiative corrections 

will drive this mass away from zero unless the result (54) is guaranteed by some 

underlying principle, such as local gauge invariance. But one can check that 

the cancellations required by local gauge invariance are working in the string 

amplitudes. Consider, Tor example, dotting the vector vertex operator (38) with 

the (transverse) momentum it introduces: 

*,-.f(r,yE* = ^ e ' £ * , (55) 

and inserting this expression into the functional integral for T. Because one 
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Integrates over the time of splitting or joining, (55) can be integrated away to 

±00. Potentially, one may find a contact term when e , k x is passed through 

another vertex operator. However, such a term would have the form \Y ~ Yj\kk*, 

evalu&ted at Y = Yj. Since this factor is defined by continuation from cpacelike 

momenta, Jfc • Jfcy > 0, the contact terms are te.ro. Thus, 

= 0 

[181 

This is the Ward identity for a gauge boson. Neveu and Scherk ' computed 

explicitly the T-matrix for the scattering of four vectors and showed that, at low 

energies a « &', it coincides exactly with the tree graphs of Yang-Mills theory. 

So it is quite likely that the string theory actually contains a gauge principle 

which keeps the vectors massless and transverse. 

So far in this lecture, 1 have discussed only open strings. Let me conclude 

by sketching the generalization to closed strings. This entails generalizing the 

formalism we have developed to coordinate fields x(z) which propagate on a strip 

with periodic boundary conditions in a (0 < <r < w). An appropriate Green's 

function can be found by mapping this domain into the whole complex plane, 

using the mapping UP = e7*. One finds, then 

G = _ - L | p g / / * - e

t o ' ) . (5Bj 

Because a appears in the form e I r , the spacing of levels in P~ is now double the 

spacing in the open string. There is a second change as well from the open string 

20 
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mutts; this conns from a constraint which we noted earlier but which becomes 

Important only in this system. The definition of our coordinate system included 

thfl condition $ P£ • 0, ThU condition was satisfied automatically for open 

strings but must bo Imposed as s subsidiary condition for closed strings. If we 

Fourier decompose 

*W - * + Jt-JBXn*** + f;-^3f ne-*- , (57) 

the ground stats of the closed string is; 

*(°> = exp 
l n=l 

(SB) 

as before, But the natural candidate for the first excited state 

Xi*(°> (59) 

has net Pf. The first excited state with nonzero P+ has one left-moving and 

one right-moving excitation 

JfjXf•*»> . (60) 

This state is a transverse spin 2 particle. For consistency with Lorentz invari-

ance, It must be massless; then it must also have the couplings of a graviton. The 

constraints on tb* conforeaal invarlance of the closed-string functional integral 

place the ground state mass at HI* = —B or JP~ = —4, so these state do turn out 

to be massleas. The vertex operator for the spin.-2 state is given fay the natural 
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generalization of (3B), 

fdod.x'dj^ : e f t* : , (61) 

Dotting [61} with the transverse momentum Jfc' gives the total derivative 

I daidm[ai^ : e i k t :) , (62) 

so this vertex satisfies a Ward identity analogous to that satified by the vector 

vertex. Indeed, Scherk and Schwarz'1' have verified that, at low energies, these 

particles have the scattering amplitudes of gravitons. 

Thus we find, emerging automatically from the dynamics of quantized strings, 

gauge bosons and gravitons. We find that the conform al invariance which this 

dynamics requites restricts the dimensionality of space (unfortunately, to d = 26). 

At this level, still, the theory contains no fermions and, thus, no possibilities 

for matter. This difficulty, however, is readily resolved by considering a more 

sophisticated string theory, to which we now turn. 

2. THE SUPERSTRING OF GREEN AND SCHWARZ 

Having now studied the physics of an unadorned world-sheet propagating 

in space-time, let us now consider a generalization of that theory which includes 

fermions and—maybe—everything else of relevance to physics. I will present this 

theory in the light-cone formulation derived only relatively recently by Green and 

Schwarz' ' . The full construction is technically rather complex—too complex, 

unfortunately, to explain in one lecture. I will discuss its general structure, by 

emphasizing the analogy to the structure of the low-energy limit of the open-

string theory, 10-D supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, an analogy stressed by 

Green and Schwarz1 
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III the hut section, we discussed a theory whose action wis that of d coor-

diaatcs treated as of Bose fields and coupled uwerianth/ to ttw geometry of the 

etuface. from oar modem perspective, * natural generalization of this theory 

• given by J-D nawamalta Interacting with » supenwJtlplst of matter fields 

(**»^S). « fhb conatasction, dfe i » M* Majorana fermion; the space-time 

index j» indexes die matter multfolets end thus stands outside the aapersym-

meWy. This tuniTsHiiiUnn was actually formulated by Neveu, Schwarz, and 

before the development of supersymiuetry.. One can carry out 

the fight-cone qitanttsatioii of this string as dtsotsse4 eiMve; one finds a conns-

tent Lorents-mvsriant theory—provided that d » 10. lor the open strings, two 

possible seta of boundary conditions for the fenatoni are compatible with the 

boundary conditions for x[x) given above. One of these seta gives string states 

which are /ermibns, of which the lowest state Is oanleas; the other gives basons, 

with a ground-state tachyon and a masslm vector as before. However, now a 

symmetry distinguishes these particles. The theory has a conserved quantity G; 

the tachyon has G = - 1 , the vector has O a +1. QUonl, Schurk, and Olive'"' 

noticed that if one keeps only C = +1 bosons and only fenalons which are both 

Majorana and Weyl (as is possible in d • 10), the resulting spectrum has no 

tacbyoa and fa supereymmetrk in 10-D space-time, possessing equal number of 

/errmon and aoson degrees of freedom at each man hwel. 

Green and Schwan subsequently reformulated the theory by exchanging the 

4 transverse d£'a, which belong to the vector representation of the transverse 

symmetry group 0(8), for a muitiplet SJ belonging to the 8-D Weyl fermion 

upmueulstiuu of 0(8). Thb is possible because of a magical property of 0(8), 

that the vector and the two (real and bequrvaJent) Weyl spinor representations 
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are of the same sice and are. In fact, Interchangeable by an automorphism of the 

algebra {"trialtVy"). I will describe this construction for you. To do this, I wftl 

proceed as follows: First, I will develop the necessary features of 10-D spinor 

algebra. Next, I will discuss 10-D supersyroinetrtc Yane-Mills tbeoiy and its 

quantization in the tighUwn* frame. Finally, I will assemble the ingredients ef 

the string theory in parallel with the analysis of this simpler system. 

In order to discuss 10-D fenniont and 10-D supersymmetry we need 10-D 

Dtrae matrices. It will be useful to construct these matrices directly in a. Majo~ 

rana representation. 1 will define the Majorana condition by the rather strong 

requirement that Dtrac spinors may be taken to be real: 

i - r • m 
(A complete dlicunlon of the exiitence of Majorana representations in various 

dimensions has been given by van Nleuwenhuizen in ref. 23.) Dirac spinors in 

d dimensions generally have 2*/' components, ao f will be 32-diraensional. The 

Dirac equation for f reads 

o =. it-Bt - [if-aty = -iv-ae* •• («) 

this is consistent with (63) only if 

(V)' « - y . (es) 

The intkoromatation relations { V , V } «• -2*1**' then imply 

Using this relation, we can see that each matrix of the form •y»r'"'A-J, where 

J.,-!-* = T ^ T V . . . - A * » » *&&* symmetry: (/P*-*)*" = ifri*!*-*). 
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Now, the matrices -fiT'u'x-" form a complete set of 32 x 32 matrices, so we must 

find .528 symmetric and 496 antisymmetric matrices. It is not hard to enumerate 

the cases, beginning with 

(-f0f = -T 0 , ( W ) r = + W , hoTn7^+Vr^, (67) 

and, in fact, the counting turns nut to work exactly. This counting condition turns 

out to be a sufficient condition for the existence of a Majorana representation. 

The corresponding statement works in & —2, 4, 10, 12, 18, 20, . . . A similar 

argument shows that it is consistent to have a representation of the (Euclidean) 

Clifford algebra {V, T 1} — 25*J in B dimensions in which the V axe real symmetric 

matrices. Let us label the matrices of this representation as t\. 

Since our main interest will be in exploring light-cone dynamics in 10 dimen

sions, it will be useful to choose a representation for the Dirac matrices in which 

those matrices corresponding to light-cone directions are especially simple. Thus, 

writing the 32 x 32 matrices V as matrices of 16 x 16 blocks, choose 

*-(rH) *-k"H m 

so that 
fa I -V2A ( 0 I o\ 

(-,*)'=0 { l + , f } = 2 . 

The other *j's must anticommute with these. A set which satisfies all the necessary 
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requirements ia: 

(70) 

where the ^ are the real symmetric 16 x 16 matrices which represent the 8-

dlmensional Euclidean algebra. 

A remarkable feature of the 10-dimensional Dirac algebra, already noted 

above, is that fact that Majorana Tensions may be further restricted by a Weyl 

condition 

•Yu£ = (±1) e . where 7 » = W • - - ^ V - (71) 

To see how this works, first define 

T ^ l i l * . . . - * . (72) 

This matrix satisfies 

-il = {ilf = hlrl = {-&)*: ii9? = i (73) 

We can therefore choose the t B so that i\ takes the form 

(m- (74) 

where the blocks are now 8 x 8 . In this basis, the t'6 take the block form: 

(T5) ( ° J * - A 
W( + ) I ° / 
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***" fj(+) = Cl^(_))T- Using this form for «|J? we can evaluate 

where 1 is the 8 x 8 identity matrix. t u is real, so the Weyl condition (71) is 

compatible with, the Majorana condition (63). This state of affairs is peculiar to 

2,10,18,. . . dimensions. 

It is instructive to see what the supersymmetry algebra looks like in this 

basis. The standard form of the supersymmetry algebra is 

{Q*.Qfi}=-2('1p)*t> (77) 

Multiplying by T° and using the explicit forms 

**-*(H3 ^ - * ( H 3 *•-(*+*)• 
' (78) 

we can write out these commutation relations as (8 x 8 blocks): 

{««,<#} = V5 

f 2p~ 0 0 -V27a(_]-p"\ 

0 —(/2-7a(-)-P" 2P + ° 
V—\/5Tfa(+)-p 0 0 2p + 

(79) 

Bat it is possible to define a smaller algebra than (79), since, in 10-D, we may 

take Q to be a Majorana-Weyl spinor. This choice gives the minimal number 
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of supersymmetries [N = 1 supersynunetry} in 10 dimensions. The Majorana 

condition sets Q+ = Q. The Weyl condition restricts Q so that, e.g., fnQ =• -Q. 

If we apply this condition, we reduce Q to the form 

( M 
Q-Q = 21'* 

\ 0 

(80) 

where each entry is 8 x 1. The commutation relations of eupersymmetry then 

take the form: 

{Q+a,Q-p} = -V2(7B(-) - P)a0 (81) 

{Q~a,Q~p} = 2P~6ap = 2HSa/} . 

Thus, half of the supersymmetries are relatively trivial, being the square roots 

of the momentum operator P+. We may call these kincmalicat sitptrsyrr.mctries. 

Only the Q~a depend on the nonlinear interactions contained in H. 

It wouid be useful to understand this algebraic structure a bit better. To 

gain some experience with it, let us make use of it in working out the light-cone 

dynamics of 10-D supereymmetrlc Yang-Mills theory. This theory is the simplest 

supeisymmetric theory in 10 dimensions, and it is simple indeed, containing only 

a vector gauge boson and a Majorana-Weyl gaugino A, which satisfies 7 U A = A. 

The action for the theory is 

£ = tr - J ^ + ! * • / > * (82) 

Let us work out the quadratic part of the light-cone Hamiltonian. Begin with 

the fermion dynamics. Using (69), (70), we can write the free Lagrangian for A 
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Let its decompose 

A (t)' ( a 4> 
the Weyl condition on A induces ?JA_ a -A-, fjA+ = A+. Then 

£ ' " ^ *?<'**>*+ + ^ **(»-)*- - 1 [*-'"* • * + + Aj<Ti - 3A_] , (85) 

Now recall that the evolution parameter for light-cone dynamics is r = x +; x~ 
and P+ m i"5_ are purely Hnematical. Fields which appear in the Lagrangian 
with no derivatives B+ are thus auxiliary fields which most be eliminated to set 
up the Hamilton Ian formalism. A_ is such a field. Integrating it away reduces 
(IB) to 

ft-£»rjMt-i$I*i!fcflU (SB) 

Let ns rename A • 3"*/* A+. (Hopefully, this object, which is * Majorana-Woy) 
splnor of 0(6), will not be confused with the original A.) Then £2 falls into the 
final form 

i l a « A T « + A - | A r ^ A (87) 

lorn now to the hosonic half of the theory. In a light-cone redaction, the 

. . . . . . . • 5fl 
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g^uge boson LagrangiaiL takea the form 

£ = - i (*$)» + F M F - , + | F + - F + _ . (88) 

Choose the gauge A_ = 0; tbb brans that W- • id- - P+ remains simple in 

the presence of interactions. Then 

£2 = - 5 [>M-a'M, - (Mi) ' ] + [9+At - 8tA+]d-At + J (*-*+)* . (8fl) 

In this Laprangian, A+ is an auxitltary field. Integrating It away, we find 

£2 = - 5 4 ( - * M f + \ (Mi)* + S+^3-^,-

= a-Aia+Ai-iAi[-ai)Ai. 

We have now reduced (82) to the expressions (87), (90), which involve only the 

dynamical fields A, J4J. Note that these fields include equal numbers of fermlons 

and bosons: After the Majorana and Weyl conditions on A, each multiplet con

tains S real components. The Lagrangians (87), (90) lead to the commutation 

relations 

IU*).A/r(»J|+-5*t,»(»-»J ( H ^ ) f l 

|il<(*J,tf_A'M|--5 ««"»(*-»)•* 

(01) 

and the light-cone Hamiltonian 

To make this look more symmetrical, let us define A = T W A. Then the equations 
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*v ** 
^ " * V-

defining tht Ughf-cos* djrsamtot take the form 

Tha manUait farmlon*boaaa symmetry of (03) is * direct reflection of the 
ktntmatleal pirt of tht •uperiymmetry algebra (BI). The kinematical Bupersym-

awtry charges Q+o t a b tha explicit form: 

Q+i-Jf* 2f (ASSt^J^Aja • (94) 

These Q+a satisfy the eommutation',reJations 

(95) 

H they are Indeed too square roots of P*. For your reference, the dynamical 

rop,extynunetry generators for the free theory, which Bcruare to Hi, are given by 

Q_B« j^z[-^Aiy/w;+BiA]a. (96) 

The reduction wo have Been here of a apace-time vector to its propagating 

transverse components ia quite analogous to the reduction oFthe airing coordinate 

**(£} which wo a aw a t the beginning of the previous section. It w then not unrea

sonable; that a. 10-D string theory, formulated in ihe light-cone frame, ia which 



the traimcne coordinatea x*{x) are supplemented by an 0(8) M*jor*aa-Weyl 

fenntan might possess space-time aupersymmetry. Indeed, Green and Schwarz 

succeeded ia constructing a manifestly eupersymmetric string theory by working 

precisely along this line. We are now ready to review their construction. 

The final form of the light-cone string action derived In the previous section, 

eq. (22), is 

SX = -^fft^V***)', t - 1 8 (07) 

We must now add to this on action for fermioni propagating on the string surface. 

Let us introduce a two multiplets SA, A = 1,2, of llght-cone-Mejorana-Weyl 

fermions. The conditions on SA are, more explicitly, 

1+SA = 0, {SA)'=SA, filSA = +SA. (B8) 

The first condition on 5 is the opposite of the condition we imposed an A; Lhc 

reason Tor this will become apparent a bit later. Each SA ia form ally a 32-

component object; however, it is reduced to S real components by the conditions 

(98). In particular, the light-cone condition effects the reduction: 

S^°f-S = y/2S^ (Ld-^j S (Q9) 

Let us represent the 2-dimensional Dirac matrices en the string surface u 

follows: 

Note that these matrices also have been constructed In a Majorana representation 

to 
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S~Tfr,=,"~"~ i i * l • i)n i n v i HI i • 111' im •• i .... . — -.— — _-_ 

wbidi aBowe a farther TBfcjfl fedvcthini eukca ^T » fr^ hi Mil< 

(101) '•'"'fafcr-^)-
the Dirac equation a s the Mrii| ratface if Hived by eptnota whose upper (A 3 =? 

-1-1) cumpuueaft it « funetloa only of (r — *)» a rtght-movins wave, and whose 

lower Jo* •» —1) component a) * kft-moviBg wave. 

We can merge then tngndhjnta by contidernig the index A of $** at a 2-

dbnouioaal apuor Index. Then a natural theory of free fennfons constrained as 

[n (95) 1B given by 

x I ' (102) 

when o7 = S W - The boundary condition on S (for open itrings) should be 

that the momentum flux of the fennlou J* m %i~p'S muat be two on the 

boundary. Thia gives the condition 

#Vy»-«i*g|5) ( i j i ) «.o 1.03) 
W« can anther due condition naturally by InaletuMt that £ ^ ' ) - ^ ( ' ) * bi*h 

bouwdarieaof the curing: crsOVv. 

AawedidiWi^,vi»«hb<MEowlcr-eKpan^ 

afyr) - « D + £ 2X***m,/P+ 



^ . — — . . — ' • . • • ' r - ' i i - 1 — 

We ham need the bet Hut the Dine eigeafanctioiiB will be right-inoviog (left-

moving) for ** =» +1 (-1). iU we showed expttcftr/ for a, the modes of J wkh 

n ^ 0 correspond to excitations of the string of higher P~, he of higher mass. 

In bet, the S system bea the earn* steps i s for the bosoaie string: 

m* - W» + P- = tot or » / « ' . (105) 

For the boaonlc itrfng, the n B 0 mode casta ttttte energy to populate, so we 

wrote arbitrary functions of XQ: 

*,[*] - e' f f»*t°> , (106) 

which are naturally Interpreted u states of arbitrary transverse momentum. The 

dynamics of the ft • 0 mode of S Is, however, more intricate. The equal-time 

anticomaiutation relations for SaA{o) lead to antlcommutation relations for the 

Fourier components S§ of the form 

<*.*}-a[,v(i±£)f m 

= 25** on the constrained aubspace. 

The Sg are actually a set of B-O *> matrices] The states on which the Sg act 

form a collection of string modes with J»~ = 0 which may be identified with the 

masskss particle states of the sting theory. 
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Aa a step toward identifying this apace, it b worth thinking for a moment 

about the apinor representations of 0(B), Dirac aplnora in 8 dimensions are 16-

companant objects, which may bereduted by Weyl conditions to an eVdimenawnal 

^"+lepuw(wbJchIwmcaUthe8 a)sjidea8^iinensional^ = -l8ph]or(tbe 

flj). The matrices T$ anttconimute with *sj, ao they flip the «jj eigenvalue. The 

matrices *£ then map from the 8* into the 8̂  and vic« versa; the btodc matrices 

Tfj^j defined la (75) are essentially Ctebsch-Gordaii coefficients for coupling the 

B t, the fii and the vector representation 8,. The light-cone condition we have 

placed on 5, eq, (98), implies that S belongs to the 8j; we can then represent Sg 

as a block of i j viewed as a matrix linking the B( and the 8 P . Since 0[B) allows 

as automorphism which Interchanges 8„ 8», and 8j, the DSrae matrices viewed 

in this way still have their standard anticommutatSon relations. The Sg then act 

on a multiple! of jtates containing an 8« and an 8«; these states may be Identified 

with the states created by Ai and A in our discussion of 10-dimensional Yang-Mills 

theory on the light-cone. Note that, because we have found a purely transverse 

vector and a chlral splnor, the string theory can be Lorents-invaxiant only if 

there Is no sera-point contribution to P~. Fortunately, any such contribution 

will cancel if aupemymmetry on the string surface Is maintained. 

II la worth exploring the action of S% on the nro-mass states somewhat more 

explicitly. To do this, it is useful to know how to split the product S£S§ into its 

pieces symmetric and antisymmetric under a •-» 0. This b accomplished by the 

following Identity: 

S$S$ = (***) + J f T 1 * ) * ^ (108) 
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where 

The symmetric port follows from the anticommutation relations for S§. The 

antisymmetric part arises as follows; The only r matrices buUt of 7, which 

are antisymmetric in their indices and commute with r£ are TV and Ti}'Umn. 

B a t j-ijktmu _, ( p M H ^ p * , which reduces to T« on ^ * +1 states. The 

normalization can be fixed by tracing with some T». 

Now we can represent the action of the ££ on the appropriate Hilbert space. 

Let |t) denote a transverse vector state and \0) a spinar state. Then 

ss 10 = -it,? \0) . * l/») = -ip 10 (no) 

where ^ is an element of the real symmetric -j | . These relations are inverse to 

one another, in the sense that 

{SS,Sl)}i) = 26'i\i), ( i l l ) 

as required. Notice that these relations are exactly v/hai we found before for the 

action of the kinematics! supereymmetry operator Q+a on the states crested by 

the light-cone dynamical fields of supersymetric Yang-Mills theory, A and A*. 

supersymmetrlc Yang-Mills theory. One can check that IV> acts as a helicity 

operator; 
R'i\k) « * t t |j}-«'*|0 = iP*)uW 

Given the states, we should next construct the vertex operators* But because 

the correspondence to the lighUcone description of supersyinmotrie Yang-Mills 

3a 
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theory la to dons, we can almost guest the right farm by looking at the interac

tions ia that theory. This analysis is carried out io detail in ref. id; I will discuss 

h o t only the Simplest part of the result. Let us first recall the correspondence 

Between local field vertices and string vertex operators for the case of the faosonic 

Strug, The local field of a charged scalar boson couples to a. masaless vector via 

the vertex: 

i „i (k + k*)* e 

The form of this vertex is reflected directly in the structure of the corresponding 

string vertex operator 

e ' i 'e* ' 1 , (113) 

since i* Is the momentum density at the boundary of the string. The couplings 

of a vector to local fields of higher spin contain also a spin term; the expression 

given above for scalars is modified to 

!(* + *')' + S E * j y . ("4) 

We might then expect that the vertex operator for an external transverse, p+ = 0, 

gauge boson in the Green-Schwan auperstring Is: 

VB = e V ( c = 0,r) +• J^(«r« 0,r]Fj]t i P x , (US) 

where 

jR<J*(ff,r) = IsiHsfar) . (116) 

Crossing the inserted boson in (114) with an external fennion suggests the fol

lowing form for the vertex function corresponding to a massless, p* = 0, fennion 
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state: 

V> = «IiYS - 1 **WSj •*• . (1 IT) 
3 

Green and Schwarz have shown, first, that the single-string theory we have dis

cussed is Lorentz invariant and fully supersymrnetrie, end, second, that these 

vertex operators are carried into one another by lupersymmetry and lead tD 

Lorentz-co variant scattering amplitudes. 

To complete this discussion of the structure of the superatring, we should 

now turn our attention to the closed strings. I will restrict my discussion to a 

description of the zero-mass states of the closed string. The analysis of these 

states follows straightforwardly from our previous discussion. The fields on the 

string surface obey the same local equations as for the open string but receive a 

three-fold our previous discussion. The fields on the string surface obey the same 

local equations as for the open Btring but receive a three-fold modT^cation from 

the new boundary conditions. First, the boundary condition (103 which Axed 

Sal = S"2 disappears, so that we now have two independent ^dimensional spinor 

fields, each of which wiJJ have its own multiplet of associated zero-energy sUtos. 

Second, as for the bosonic string, the condition f P£ now become nontrivial; 

in particular, a string state containing a zero-mass left-moving state must e'so 

contain a zero-mass right-moving state. Finally, since no constraint now links S1 

and S2, we may choose these to have the same or opposite chirality under 7 1 1 , 

The zero-mass states of the closed superstring can thus be written as follows, 

using the notation |a, b) to denote a state which is the direct product e7 the state 

[a) of the 55 and the state \b) of the Sj: 
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)t,i) la a general transverse tensor; this can be decomposed into a symmetric 

tensor htj, an antisymmetric tensor ay/, and a trace at. |a,i) contains a spin-f 

particle 0 a { , plus a trace part Xa = T^ |0, i). ]•', a) gives a second set of fermions 

&, x- I«,j3) gives a set of bosons whose content depends on the relative chirality 

o f S 1 a n d S I . 

Let us first consider the case 

V»s i = + 5 1 , y » 5 a = - s 2 . (11a) 

ThiB b called the type IIA superstring. We can finish determining its particle 

content by noting that the states ]a,P) fill the reducible xepresentation 9t X 8j of 

<7(8). This representation contains a vector, since the invariant 7* maps 8̂  to 8 ,̂ 

and a rank-3 antisymmetric tensor. Thus, the complete content of the massless 

sector is: 

ha an * if /»*l , (120) 
*ft-) * H 

where, for the spinots, (±) denotes the eigenvalue of Trj}. As for the bosontc string, 

the symmetric tensor Ay may be interpreted as the graviton. Similarly, the spin* 

I fermions $n±) may be interpreted as gravitinos- This theory, in fact, does 

contain two sets of snpersymmetry charges, with illQ = ±<3- The massless 

content of this theory is exactly what one would obtain by dimensionally reducing 

to 10 dimensions an 11-dimensional theory of with the field content 

Ha »J F>'*, (121) 

which is precisely the content of the 11-dimensional aupergravity theory. (The 



correct field content of 11-dimensional supergravity was actually discovered in 

this way1"1 .) 

If we take both 5 1 and S3 to be f" = +1 fields, \a,&) belongs to 8, x 

8,. This contains a scalar, since the 8, ia real, and antisymmetric tensors of 

even rank. There are still two gravitinos (so that the theory still has N = 2 

supersymmetry), but now both gravitinds have the same chualiry and cannot be 

obtained as components of a higher-dimensional object. This theory is called the 

type IIB superstring. Its full massless content is 

hif Oj, * n 6 [ V | c ( < y M | , (122) 

where C[#m is self-dual. 

To obtain a theory with N — 1 supersymetry, we can reduce the spectrum of 

states of the type IIB theory by identifying states with reversed orientation 

|*[*tff),SW|) = | * [ x ^ i ) + - f f ) , S ( f f P + - o ) ] ) . (123) 

Then we obtain only the following states at the zero mass level: 

10) + I/O H + M l"fc) - M • (124) 

This theory, the type I closed superstring, thus has as its massless states 

Kj # 1$ X *|«] , (125) 

which is the content of the JV = 1 supergravity in 10 dimensions. Unlike the 

previous closed string theories, this one can be consistently coupled to the open 

string theory, which is necesssarify only JV = 1 supersymznetric. 
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I l l I Ik I I I I I _ I I 1 p I l i n m i -

Both the type I sad type OB theories hare eJmvf matslew spectra. This 

means that they a n not necessarily fie* efchiral anonialleemtlwinatrbr element 

of gangetasoiis aadaravi&me, Bat hare m a t miracle* occur. Ahurea-Oaiime 

and WMten'"' h n shown that the *»pergrav% theory with the content of 

the maaafcis states of the HB theory fa ftco of gravftatioael anomalies. Green 

and Schwai|H ham computed the f u n aaccnalyexpUcHlywtlie type I theory 

with open strings and haw shown that the anomaly cancels when the theory 

is entbeffiahed with an 0(32) gauge group. They have argued that the gravita

tional anomalies ahw caned in thta particular theory. The same cancellations 

ahould occur in a string theory with JV»1 •upcreysunetry and the gauge group 

E» X En- Such a theory (the htttntic airing) hu recently bsen conatmcted by 

Gross, Harvey. Martinec, and Rohm'18' . Since.E% and 1U subgroups have long 

been recognised aa natural grand unification groups'27'11' , this latter theory is a 

promising candidate for a theory containing all of the fundamental particles and 

forces. 

3. GAUGE PARTICLES FROM STRINGS 

In our explicit analysis of the properties of bosome and super strings, we 

found aero-mess transverse vectors and tensors which eonld naturally be identified 

with gauge bosons and gravitons. These bosons obey the correct on-shell Ward 

identities. Bat, clearly, there fa much more here to be understood. One might 

the bask question fat two different ways. On the one band, one might 

on the tact that the conations of gravity and YaDgvMilb theory bare a 

I structure. Bow does this structure arise bom string geometry? On 

the other hand, one night consider the appearance of vectors and gravitons as 

l the presence of exact gauge invariances of the string theory, viewed as 
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a field theory in the embedding apace-time. What are these gauge nmriances? 

The answers to these questions are not especially well understood; indeed, they 

are central issues of the current research into airing theories. In the past year, 

however, a. certain amount of progress baa been made in unraveling these issues, 

and I would tike to indicate what has been learned. One would expect that the 

two questions I have posed ham the same answer. But I will only be able to give 

yon two quite different answers, each somewhat incomplete. Their completion— 

and connection—I must leave to you. 

The first pieces of insight which 1 will describe comes from generalizing the 

theory of strings embedded in flat space, which is what we have discussed up 

to now, to strings embedded In a curved background •pace-time. This theory 

has been worked out both for bosonlc strings and for superstrings by Fradkin 

and Tseytlin1"1 , Sen'10' , and Callan, Martinec, Perry, and Friedan |31) . I 

will restrict myself hsre to illustrating their analyili for the case rr the bosonic 

string. 

The key to their argument is conformal invariance, the symmetry we used in 

a. very strong way in our discussion of the bosoaie string to unveil its structure 

and to compute its scattering amplitudes from finite-time information. Even in 

a fiat-space background, there is an anomaly which can spoil the conservation of 

confbnnal generators; this anomaly cancells only in rf = 26. We have noted this 

point in our earlier discussion; let us now present it formally in way that will 

generalize. Return, then, to the action (2): 

3 = zhl ftyttaPo.zrfa?. (ire) 
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In our earlier discussion, we used that fact that the Weyl symmetry 

is a gauge invariance of (126). However, since (127) has the form of a scale trans

formation, we should expect that, when the theory is quantized, this symmetry 

will be spoiled by the regularization. Polyakov'3 1' discovered that there is a sub

tlety in this computation: One must consider the effect of the regulator both on 

the d coordinate fields x?(£) and on the gauge-fixing determinant which appears 

when one fixes ffaj to the canformal gauge. Considering both effects, Polyakov 

found 

<£>-»-£?[-**•]-£?*""• **> 
where T£ is the trace of the energy momentum tensor on the string surface, 

and fiW is the curvature of the string 2-geometry. This anomaly disappears in 

d = 26, leading to the exact conformal invariance which we assumed in our earlier 

analysis. 

It is natural to expect that, for strings in a curved background geometry, 

the problem of anomalies becomes even more severe. Let MS now analyze that 

situation. To begin, we need a generalization of the action (126) to a arbitrary 

background metric; a reasonable choice is 

S = - J - r f d*z Vff g^G^ (x) daxfdbxf . (129) 

If we fix the conforma) gauge, ff„a = £„4, this becomes a two-dimensional nonlraear 

sigma model with variables which live on the space-time manifold with metric 
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G„„. But that means that we are in trouble. Consider, for example, the case in 

which the background manifold is a sphere. Then (129) contains an additional 

parameter, the radiua of the iphere, which acts as a coupling constant. This 

coupling constant is well known to have a non trivial Q function; thus, in this case, 

the model (129) is not con formally invariant. It is useful to cast this problem into 

a more general setting. Friedan, in his thesis1 , studied the renorroalization of 

a nonlinear a model with variables on a general manifold, considering the space 

of metrics G,,„ as a generalized space of coupling constants. He then computed 

the ^-functional forG*M1,(r) which determines the scale-dependence of the action. 

He- found that this functional takes a geometrical form; to one loop, 

l ~ \ = R»v(x) • [Vagab^xl'abx'') + (Polyakov piece) , (130) 

where R^ is the curvature computed from (?,,„. Thus, the more general theory 

(129) is confDrmally invariant if d = 26 and 

R^ = 0 . (131) 

Note that this is equivalent to R^ - \ G^R = 0, Einstein's equation for a 

background metric in empty space. This suggests that, in more general circum

stances, the requirement of conformal in variance implies the field equations of 

the background geometry. 

Let UB check this hypothesis for the most general set of massless background 

fields available in the bosonic closed-string theory. The vertex operator for mass-

less states is; 

iJiidMxiasx>tik-*. (132) 

This is the l-particle matrix element of a term In the Lagrangian of the 2-
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dimensional field theory which would be of the form 

SS= I Stiji*) 3 .* , >i* , • (133) 

Separating t into symmetric and antisymmetric parts, and making (133) generally 

covariant in 2 dimensions, this equation becomes 

6S = I #x\6Eta,y/g9abd*'?a&'' + SB^d^dtx"} (134) 

Note that, at the classical level, IJ = i/5g'i3axP8ix'' is traceless; thus, the trace 

of H does not couple into (134) at thiB level. Polyakov's calculation suggests 

that the scalar closed-string state, the trace of *,-/, couples far the first time via 
lot a counterterm of the form1 ' : 

f<PzjgRW9{x) . (135) 

Combining all of these insights, we can write the complete coupling of the string 

to massless background fields as 

S = -^-j jfPzfy/gg^G^izidaxPdax'' + ehBliif{x)da7^akxv 

(136) 

, + £v^* { a ,*(*)} 
We must now compute { ^ ) . In principle, the coefficient of each term in (136) 

can be changed; however, by dimensional analysis, no new terms can arise. Thus, 

(If) = &lVS9abdax?dix") + #,«•»«.«"**? + p I V S « W (137) 

Following ref. 31, let us discuss the leading contributions to each of the coeffi

cients in this equation in the natural perturbation theory of the nonlinear aigma 
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model. This is an expansion in powers of the curvature of the associated mani

fold; the dimensionless expansion parameter is Jfc3 x a/, where t i l l characteristic 

momentum oFthe background field. For the evolution ofC^lx), one finds 

&% = R^ - - HpHr*, + ZV^Vv* , (138) 

where H^xv » the field strength for B^v: 

J W = 3V [ MB„A, . (139} 

The first term in (138) is Freidan's result quoted above. To understand the second 

term, notice that the coupling of B^ in (136) has the form of a Wess-Zumino 

term added to the 2-dimensional action, and recall Witten's result' that the 

P function of nonlinear sigma model on a group space has a zero for a particular 

nonzero value of the coefficient of the Wess-Zumino term. The renormaiization 

of the Wess-Zumino term itself is given by 

0*, = V A f f V - 2 7 , * ffx

t,v . (140) 

If we set * to a constant, this vanishes when U\pU is covariantly constant. Finally, 

the next correction to the result (128) is 

"• • b ( T B ? ) + s i {«**>' -«••-*+£••}• <»» 
The second term of 0* can be shown to be independent of x by using p% = 0, 

0*[u = 0, and the Bianchi identities. To recover the conformal invariance of the 
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string, we mutt fait* thai ell three of the 0^ are **». If we also insist that d 

remain* eqoal to 2 « " , 

^ • • 0 * e - , f ( l l - i j ? » +<(?*)*)-4V„(e- 1*V' ,*)=0, 

flg, + 8 i r a ^*O^-0#- (B^- ic^f i ) = r^, (W2) 

where Tfu has exactly the form that allows all three equations to follow from the 

effective action 

S - [d*m/5r** (& + 4(V#}3 - ^ B A (143) 

This b a geometrically Ir variant action principle. It is, as well, covariant under 

•hlfts of the scalar field « ( B ) : 

* ) ~ * * + A. *, s - * e - a A S . (144) 

w(c) b uiually called the dllaton field; (144} suggests that a shift of this field 

changes the coupling constant of the effective action. If we now take the step of 

identifying the background fields In (136) with their associated string particles, 

we can consider thb argument to be a derivation of the Einstein-HUbcrt action for 

gravity. The authors of re&, 29-31 have derived a coupled Einatein-Yang-Milh; 

system by extending this construction to the heterotic string. 

g2 Tbt «asleg«» rtlttman* fee *&* Wpwittfat i* raqajrtd to nnaMam wpewrmwetiyi 
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The power of this background-field' technique teems vary puzzling, however, 

when one realizes thai this technique yields only consistency condition* for •tring 

dynamics rather than the actual equations of motion of tfte string theory. Sftt 

what are these more Fundamental equations? To explore this question, we must 

go back to the beginning and aet off again in a different direction. A particular 

aspect of this problem which I will explore Is the form of the underlying gauge in

variance which gives rise to gauge bosons and gravltons as string modes. As yet, 

no formulation of the equations of string theory is known which is fully gauge-

invariant and describes the theory completely. However, following a very beau

tiful covariant-gauge second quantization of the string displayed by Sieger • 

several authors'30'3 ' identified the gauge invariancos of the linearized string the

ory and constructed gauge-invariant Frec-atring actions. Let me now explain 

briefly what form these invariances take. 

We might begin by trying to write a second-quantized string action with as 

much reparamctrization invariance as possible. To do this, let us considor again 

the Fourier decomposition of a single open string In an orthonorma] (but nDt 

necessarily light-cone) gauge: 

x>'^) = *' , + £ 4 = * £ " W » K r 0 < ( F < I T . (145) 
n>U v n 

The conjugate momenta to x(a) are given by 

p"M = \ U + £ v^ PS <" «*J • (»«) 

Define a , by 

Xn = ^ ( B * - « - « ) , P„ = ~ ^ ( « » + <*-»>» P » « o ; (MT) 
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then th« a*s an raising and lowering operator! for string elgenmodess 

[«*,«£!=» ff(» + m ) i r , (MB) 

and p(a) and *'(**) are simple fiiaetioaa of the **« 

•» •—OO 

(149} 

M 

It is useful to combine 

*p±x' = £ a , , s * w . (150) 

Than we can write 

i ( * p ± x ' ) s = £ L „ . * w , (151) 
flB-DO 

whan I have defined 

^iE=Oi.'. (152) 

The £» an called the Viraaoro operators'**' . To understand their role, recast 

when If and J* an HanuMonian and momentum densities on the two-dimensional 
surface. Thus, the LB are the generators of r and o* nparametrhwtlona. The 
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operator LQ contains the excitation counting operator: 

l o - t + £• - . •«- • , (153) 
2 «>o 

thus, 

where M to mass operator ibr string eigenstates (with eigenvalues 2(n—1)). Thb 

means that the operator 2(£g — 1) to a- reasonable first guess Sir the tree string 

Lagrangtan. The other £»'• generate non-constant conforms! transformation of 

the (ff,r) space. A fully eonfonnally invariant wavefunctian would satisfy; 

* ! • ) - ' £ • a i - . W - a , (156) 
fts-00 

with bn = 6L„. 

Let us now attempt to construct a field theory of strings with the Ln as 

symmetry generators. In the standard fashion fay which one const, acts a second-

quantized field theory from the quantum mechanics of a single particle, we pro

mote the single-string wavefunction |$) to a classical string field v|x(fr)). This 

field is a Functional of the string coordinates. We seek a free-field action of the 

form 

S= - \ f PX{e) #W«r)) K»jx(o)) - - \ (* t * * ) , (156) 

where K is a kinetic-energy operator to be determined. The condition that (155} 

is a symmetry of this classical field theory takes the form: 

i£miJ£ «k(*,fJf,*-„]*) = 0 . (1*7) 

It is not at all difficult to construct a K which commutes with Lo, but the problem 
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of finding *> K which commutes with all of the U* Is more subtle. It was solved, 

as « problem in mathematics, by Pelgin and Fulu in their abstract study of the 

algebra of the Virssoro operators' ' . Let us now discuss their construction. 

We begin by defining a cubspace of the full space of functional $]x(er)] which 

I will call the subspace of level 0 states. These are the states which satisfy the 

condition 

Ln&o B 0 , for n > 0 . {158) 

These states are often called simply physical statu. On this subspace, the con-

formal motion (155) can be rewritten 

If 9 is restricted to level 0, and we use the modified transformation law (159), 

the variation of S becomes 

o(*o,/T*o) = i6o(*o,lK,Io]*o) + »£fc,(*n,JirL_»»o) + c c - ( 1 6 0 ) 

This variation vanishes if K commutes with LQ and if 

KL-n = 0 . n > 0 . (161) 

This second condition is equivalent to the condition that K contains a projector 

onto the Bufasp&ce of level 0 stales. To explain thia point, lei me make a small 

digression. 
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The operators L„ obey * slightly nontrivia! algebra, the Viraaoro algebra 

\Ln, Lm\ = (« - m) i B + m + ~ fi(»s - 1) 6{n + m) . (162) 

The homogeneous term reflects the algebra of confortnal transformations. Thec-

number term (or, central charge) is a quantum-mechanical anomaly which maJces 

it inconsistent to demanH that a state be fully conformally invariant, in the sense 

that it is annihilated by all of the Ln. This term may be easily obtained by 

regulating the definition (152): 

1 A 

Ln = 11m - YT : a B +ma- m = ; (W3) 
A—>oo £ *—* 

after commuting two of the operators (163), one finds, first, that the result needs 

to be normal-ordered and, secondly, that the new c-number terms which arise 

from normal-ordering can be grouped together only after a shift of the summation 

variable, so that they cancel incompletely. The appearance of this term is a direct 

reflection of the confortnal anomaly alluded to in our discussion of the bosonic 

string; the precise connection has been explained by Friedan' 

The Virasoro algebra has an infinite number of generators. However, since 

L0L-n = L_B(£o + n), (164) 

L_„ rasies the mass level of the string by n units and so a finite number of 

generators suffice to describe the string at finite levels of excitation. We can 

thus build up the representations of the Virasoro algebra level by level tn the 

following way: Start from the states at level 0, which satisfy £ n *o = 0 (n > 0). 
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Define the states at level 1 as these formed by applying L-\ to a level 0 state. 

Define the states at level n as the states formed by applying to level 0 states 

any product of L-m operators whose indices sum to n; for example, the states at 

level 2 are formed by applying L-i and I?_v to level 0 Btates. The tower or states 

constructed from a particular *o is called a Venna module. States at different 

levels of a Venna module are orthogonal; for example, 

(*,,*o) - (£-i*o.*o) = (*o.£i*o) = 0. (165) 

Except at discrete values of the parameter o$ = p* (none of which occur in the 

Euclidean region beyond the string ground state mass: p* > 2), the decomposi

tion into levels is an orthogonal decomposition of the space of functionals $[x(o-)]. 

Thus, since £ - . $ is at least of level n, It must be annihilated by the projector 

onto level 0. 

This digression has actually given us the Information we need to construct a 

KR which commutes with all of the L-n. Such an operator must necessarily take 

the same value on all states in a Verma module. Thus, define KR conveniently 

on the level 0 states—following (154), we should set KR = 2(Lo — l) there—and 

define KR on the rest of the Venna module to be equal to its value on the level 

0 state from which the module Is generated. 

The analysis leading to this conclusion gives as a byproduct another possible 

expression for K, the simple form 

K = 2 ( I o - l ) ' P , (166) 

where P is the projector onto level 0. This action does not have the full reparame-

traation symmetry (155), though it does preserve the subset (159). Its advantage 
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is that it possess an additional, enormous group of gauge symmetries, symmetries 

which are, in fact, local on the space of strings. Since P annihilates £_„, any 

motion of the form 

**[*(*)] = L_»*„[S(<T)| (167) 

is a symmetry of (156) if this expression is chosen for K. A transformation of 

the form of (167] includes many more symmetries than a global or a. local gauge 

transformation, since the gauge parameter is local on the next higher space. It 

is appropriate to call this a chorda! gauge transformation. 

To understand more precisely the content of the symmetry (167), it is useful 

to expand $ and each * f t in eigenstates of the string mass operator. Let $(°' be 

the string ground state, defined, as before, by the condition a n$(°) = 0 (n > 0). 

Note that $(°) does not include i , the zero mode of x[a). We may then expand 

*{*(a)I = (*(z) - i ^ ( x ) a | : r j ^ ( i ] o ! 1 « ! : 1 - « T ( 1 ( I K J + . . . | # ; (168) 

the dependence on x resides in the coefficient functions, which become local 

fields of increasing spin. Acting on an expression of this structure with L-\ — 

On «a_i -f at_f • &i +... = p• a-i + a-i • ai + ..., one finds 

£_!*] = I- .-f l^a-! - aMjfnV-i ~ i A i °£i + • • -1* ( 0 ) • (l f i 9) 

Similarly, the gauge motion involving L-i is given by 

£ - j ¥ l = [-id^toa-t - ^ foa-i •<*-! + .. .]$<°> . (170) 

From these equations, one can read off the gauge transformation laws fox the 
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fields at the lowest HUM mast level*.' The ground state field u gauge-invariant: 

6$(x) = 0 . (171) 

The vector Beld at the file* mass level transforms as 

M,W » 6V*i(«), (m) 

which, b Just the linearised traafarmation law of a gauge field. The fields at die 
neat level have their own gauge mvariaace; 

Bhfui » Z&fyAu,) — Viwfa, SVn = Aif, + c^fo (173) 

The choke (166) ibt the etring kinetic energy operator thus leads, at the level of 
bee field theory, to exactly the gauge symmetry we had orginally sought, plus 
enormously more gauge symmetry than we might have suspected. 

Let ns, then, adopt the choke (166) and work out the action (166) for the 

lowest mass levels. Up to the first excited level, one can easily see that P takes 

the form 

P - l - X ^ ^ — ! ! + ••• , (174) 

since this choke reduces to 1 on level 0 states and annihilates level 1 states. 
Then, using (164), 

ir«t2(£o-l)r' = 2 ( i o - l ) - X - i i I + — (175) 

Apply this K to v> given by (168) and examine the result mass level by mass 



kveL At the lowest level, 

Jf*|o = (l», + m*)#, (176) 

where m* = - 2 . At the first excited level 

K * | I ~ ( P V U ' - P V ) J 4 I , ; (177) 

this is equivalent to 

- j ( » , J » ) | i - / — (#!„,)», (17B) 

the result required by gauge-invariance. On high mass levels, one finds higher-

spin gauge invariant theories. These theories are actually nonlocal is. the present 

formulation, but they can be made local by introducing Stuedtfllberg compensat

ing fields. The simplest example of this phenomenon arises at the massless level 

of the closed string theory; let us, then, turn to that theory. 

We saw in our earlier discussion that closed strings have a doubled spectrum 

of normal modes, corresponding to left- and right-moving wares. Excitations of 

these modes are created and destroyed by i w commuting sets of operators {a„}, 

{a„}, each of which obeys the algebra (148). Applying (162), to each set, we can 

form two sets of operators {£ t t } and {£»} such that the two sets are mutually 

commuting and the elements of each set have the commutation relations of the 

Vtrasoro algebra. After a Euclidean continuation (r ? o*) -» i'(r ± iff), the £„ 

generate mappings of the z plane which are analytic functions of z, and the Z n 

generate mappings which are analytic functions of 2. The two algebras share 
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« g . ^ - | p » (179) 

Imt tiitttoo <]rpaa(enitaAkiiM«OBttiIratelnd(pwde^ to tbe mass of the 
airing atate. The gcnerafisation of (1S4) to fbfa eaetoai fat Own 

0^+J4 a )-4[(£o-l) + (Zo~l)]. (180) 

Tho naadntiaB of ear gangfrfararlaat actios fa constructed padding to this 
expression Che projector onto level 0 In both of th« commuting repaxaoKtraation 
algebras: 

^ - -|C*1«IC£O - 1 ) + {Zo - i ) ] i * | t ) . ( i8i) . 

The chorda! gangs symmetry of this Lagmngiaa ii 

» - L-nftn + I-*** (182) 

Specialising to the aero-mass states with total P* — 0, this reads; 

(183) 
- i.,[i^!u]«» + ^.[r^]*®. 

or, more simply, 

•v" - **r + **?" - (i»*) 
To iniln-*""» the content of thai traM&Rnatlon, note that f* fa a tensor of 
general symmetry which can be dflcompoMd Into Its lymmrtrk and intbymmcU 
ric parte. label the antfaynunetrlc part of this tensor w o^j «U« field hao the 
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transformation law 

W - *lP(t-§"l. (185) 

Thin in the natural gauge tmuformatkm of « 2-Tonn field; It leaves invariant the 

field strength 

The symmetric put, W", tranfonaa according to 

Sh^ - *("({ + ?)">. (187) 

If we identify the «pin-2 field h with the linearized gravitational field, (187) is 
just a linearized general coordinate tranaformation. 

It is straightforward to work out the actloni Tor these fields ly evaluating 
(181} using the formula 

PT « [ l - i ^ £ £ l ] [ l - L i i [ ~ £ l ] + . . . (188) 

The term In 5 quadratic in t̂ r tunu out to be just 

The term quadratic m ntjn* b slightly more tangled. It is convenient to add and 
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• V . ' ' ' . • 

t > ' • • ' 

' .. . . ' . ! ' 

subtract a torn to bring it into the farm: 

-»(-*)(-r-^)(^-^)K ««"> 

Tba flnt two Unas of tola expression may be recognixed as the quadratic term in 
the expansion of the Einstein-HUbert action 

jy/=gR (191) 

obtained by replacing ô y = t]pr + n^,. The laat lbe con be written, using 

R m £•«%,, -6*A£ + „ . , (192) 

t i n nonlocal Interaction of curvatures: 

jz(-~&)R' < 1 9 3 > 
Tbb interaction can be made local by introducing an additional scalar field tp(x); 
the expression 

i 

j {&&?-%?&) (1M) 

taducea to (193)woea <p h eliminated using its equation of motion. 
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We have now obtained a linearized action Involving exactly the field content 

expected at the maaalesa level of the doeed airing—an antisymmetric tensor field, 

a gravlion, and a scalar dil&ton. The gauge invarlancea of this model, though as 

yet present only at the linearised level, follow natural from a. principle based in 

Btring geometry. Aa a bonus, the final action we have obtained, Incorporating 

(194), is precisely a linearization of the effective action (143) obtained by the 

background field method. 

To complete this discussion, let me add two notes. First, recall our obaar-

vatiDiiB here that the projected action is nonlocal, that this nonlocality can be 

removed by adding to the model additional fields, and that these new fiildi are 

necessary to complete the particle content of the theory. This tarns out to the 

generic situation at higher mass levels. Complete local actions for the bosonlc 

string have recently been constructed by several groups' ' " ' . Second, the 

whole discussion I have given here can be extended to the sapentrlng; there, 

linearized local Bupersymmetry also appears among the chorda) gauge motions. 

Presumably, the two partial answers we have found to the problem of for

mulating the gauge invariance of string theories connect to one another and to 

some more geometrical foundation. At the moment, no one knows what that 

connection is. I expect, though, that we will soon see progress on this question 

and soon deepen our understanding of the space of strings and the nature of field 

theories on this space. I hope that this first look at the theory of strings might 

have provided a useful step toward the imposing territory we have yet to explore. 
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